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Abstract
Roughening of SiC and the Ga-containing semiconductors GaN, GaP, and GaAs is investigated in highfrequency reactive plasmas: in capacitively-coupled discharges at 13.56 MHz in a parallel-plate reactor and in
plasmas driven by electron cyclotron resonance at 2.45 GHz. Objects to be roughened are rectangular slabs. With
these devices, not only the surface which is directed rectangular to the electric ®eld of the plasma sheath can be
roughened but also the faces parallel to this ®eld. As expected by high etch rates which exceed values obtained in
argon by more than a factor of 20, processes in chlorine-containing plasmas are chemically dominated which causes
partly crystallographic etching. The eciency of the roughening process is demonstrated with high brightness
GaN/InGaN LEDs on a transparent SiC substrate. 7 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
To enlarge the light intensity radiated from a semiconductor LED, some methods have proven to be successful. Among them, the surface roughening can be
very eective and is very easily applied. The beams,
which are generated inside the optochip and hit the
interface to air or plastic with an angle shallower than
the limiting angle of total re¯ection, are re¯ected back
randomly and get another chance for leaving the crystal. Wet chemical etching is an appropriate method for
GaP and GaAs, but for SiC or GaN, extremely aggressive reagents, like molten hydroxides, are required
[1,2]. These reagents react not only with dielectrics
(mask and insulation material), but also with metals.
Objects scatter light most eciently at a ratio of
wavelength/(length of object) between 1/10 and 2 with
a maximum between 1/3 and 1 [3]. Therefore, due to
the dierent materials and applications, the dimensions
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of the scattering obstacles should exhibit various
lengths. It should be possible to tailor their size applying various processes. From Table 1, it can be seen
that the range of interest for SiC should be between 20
and 400 nm. The short range limit is especially impossible to be achieved with photoresist technologies.
Hence, a maskless strategy must be applied. This has
further advantages. The scattering objects will be randomly generated in their spacious extent and con®guration. By this, preferred directions with glancing angles
will be avoided Ð and also a periodic pattern of similar structures which is normally claimed to be the main
advantage of photoresist technology.
Therefore, dry etching processes have evolved to be
gentler and more reproducible provided that the etching of the surface is caused by a chemical process with
spontaneous, isotropic or anisotropic etching which resembles wet etching, but is superior to the latter
because active sites can be generated by the attack of
the plasma and/or application of an intermediate mask
which is created in the plasma or by plasma reaction
at a surface site (so-called contamination-induced
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